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The Lagrange-Euler dynamic model
We obtain the Lagrange-Euler dynamic model using the Lagrange formalism:
where p c E E L − = (2) and n -freedom degrees number of the mechanism; q i -generalized coordinates for joint i; q & -generalized velocity of joint i; F i -generalized forces for joint i. If the state variables of the kinematic joints of the mechanism represent a convenient system of coordinates, these variables may be used as generalized coordinates qi. Thus, if q i describes a liniar movement, F i will represent the necessary force to be applied to the translation joint i in order to have the desired dynamics. I f q i is the angular coordinate, F i will be the couple of joint i. If F i ≠ 0, the arm movement is commanded by the actuators of the kinematic joints.
The kinematic energy of the element i with r i being the mass position vector, i r r is: 
where:
with i=1, 2, ..., n. The coefficients (7), (8), (9) 
Algorhythm and computational software for robots dynamics
The input data of the software [6] for the dynamic calcul of manipulator-robot are:
• The Denavit-Hartenberg geometric parameters;
• The coordinates of the mass center for each kinematic element;
• The axial and centrifugal inertia couples of each kinematic element;
• The inertia of the actuators for each joint;
• The vector of gravitational acceleration.
The output data of the software are:
• The effective inertia of each joint;
• The coupling inertia between joints i and j;
• The centrifugal force of element i, due to the speed of joint j;
• The Coriolis force of joint i, due to speeds of joint j and k;
• The gravitational loads of each joint;
• The equations of the robot dynamics.
The notations used in the software [6] 
Symbolic dynamics for a 2-D trimobil manipulator
Let we consider, for instance, a manipulator of the 3R type in a vertical plan ( fig.1 ). This manipulator is represented by the kinematic schema of the positioning mechanism consisting of an open chain. The static moments are:
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The proposed software uses the Mathematica 2.0 software package [10] : By using this software [10] , we are able to study the influence of each Denavit-Hartenberg parameter on the generalized forces and we can also study the influence of mass and inertia on the kinematic elements of dynamics equations.
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Conclusions
In comparison with the softwares designed using classical programming languages lick Fortran, C, Pascal, etc, our proposed software is conceived in an advanced programming language for mathematical computation and allows the design of the converse geometry model for redundant structures in a very short computational time. The proposed software allows for the determination of dynamics errors and the influence of each geometric, kinematics or dynamics parameter.
